01 Day Vang Vieng Discover (GDL: VV-T-01.1)
Joint Group
Vang Vieng > Tham Xang > Tham Hoi > Tham Nam Phathao > Vang Vieng
We depart from Green Discovery Office in Vang Vieng. After 14 km transfer to the
north of Vang Vieng, we visit the first cave, Tham Xang (Elephant Cave) lies on
the opposite banks of the Nam Song. It is an important Buddhist temple and owes
its name to a remarkable limestone formation.
The nearby Tham Hoi cave (Snail cave) winds its way deep into the mountain.
45min of exploration through numerous long corridors with wonderful limestone
formations. Another cool pool of spring water lies at the mouth of Tham Nam
(Water cave), also a good place for a swim.
After a picnic lunch, the trek to the Hmong village of Phathao passes through rice
paddy fields and vegetable gardens. The trip back to Vang Vieng varies according
to the level of the Nam Song. Descending the Nam Song by kayak leads us through
idyllic scenes of rural life: a unique sight with the limestone mountains in the
background.
Approximately: 25 minutes transfer, 1.5 hour trekking, 2 hours kayaking, 2 hours caving
Finished of our tour
***********************************
**Itinerary is subject to changes depending on the confirmed flights, road conditions and availability of rooms

ACTIVITY RATE-US DOLLAR
VANG VIENG
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RATE
Supplement for Private services at 21 USD net per group
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Validity: 01 Oct, 2014-30 Sep, 2014
All prices are net per person
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TOUR’S INCLUDED






Activity
All transfers and actively with English speaking station guide
Meal as mentioned itinerary
Water and towel
Services charges , room tax and baggage handling

TOUR’S NOT INCLUDED
 International or domestic air tickets to/in/from Laos
 hotels
 Any supplement rates
 German, French, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, Japanese …..
 Lao visa fee upon arrival
 Personal insurance
 Expenditure of a personal nature, such as drinks, souvenirs and laundry etc.
Others not mentioned nor specified above not to be included in the tour prices.
CANCELLATION POLICY:
Tours & Packages Reservations
No Show: 100% charge
1-14 days: 50% of the tour price
15-21 days: 35%
22-30 days: 20%
31 days up: no charge
Specific additional cancellation policy may apply to groups.
Will be made clear case by case
Additional cancellation fee apply to the total stay:

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Our rates are made in USD and based on local expense of transport, meals and accommodation etc., partially
in USD and Lao Kip. The exchange rates among the Lao Kip and the USD, (around Kip 7890 per USD), we
reserve ourselves the right to correct quotations in line with the revised value of the USD"
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